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                Math for 2nd Graders

                Learning is a lot simpler when you use the right resources. At Brighterly, numerous second grade math activities and approaches make learning an exciting experience. The presence of high-qualified tutors, individualized approach, game-based learning, and one-on-one tutoring make Brighterly an ideal platform.
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                                        Addition and subtraction, length, dinosaurs and dragons 

                                        
                                        I will learn to add one-digit and two-digit numbers within 100. I will add and subtract lengths. I will use my knowledge to explore the relationship between dinosaurs and mythical animals.

                                    

                                    Book a demo lesson
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                                        Number system up to 1000 in the Ice age environment

                                        
                                        I will expand my skills and understanding of units by bundling ones, tens and hundreds to thousands with a place value chart. This knowledge will help me to explore various objects in the Ice Age.

                                    

                                    Book a demo lesson
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                                            Number operations up to 200 and adventures with dryopithecus

                                            
                                            I will learn how to add and subtract vertically, I will compare the various strategies for adding and subtracting up to 200. I will use place value language to learn primitive tools of Dryopithecus.

                                        

                                        Book a demo lesson
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                                        Number operations up to 1000 while at the Great Wall

                                        
                                        I will learn to operate place value order and will explore addition and subtraction strategies with numbers up to 1,000 with the Great Wall of China in sight.

                                    

                                    Book a demo lesson
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                                            Basics of division and multiplication during the Renaissance

                                            
                                            I will learn principles of division and multiplication during my visit to Leondardo da Vinci and while creating models with him.

                                        

                                        Book a demo lesson
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                                        Solving problems using length, data, and money with a touch of arts

                                        
                                        I will learn how to solve problems with length, data, and money while exploring the advent of cinema and radio and attempting to create new masterpieces.

                                    

                                    Book a demo lesson
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                                            Time, shapes, and fractions in robotics

                                            
                                            I will study geometric shapes or polygons and learn to draw these shapes, learn to build a cube and tell time on an analog clock. I will learn the history of robotics and how robots help people.

                                        

                                        Book a demo lesson
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        How Does Brighterly Math for Second Grade Work?

        For second graders, learning with Brighterly is an exciting and straightforward process. Find out how the platform works:
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                            Book a Demo

                            It is normal for you to be skeptical about an online learning platform you have just come across. However, there is no way of finding out without trying. Brighterly offers you the opportunity to learn more about its classes and how it works. You can book a demo class on the platform that will give you an insight into how your second grader will learn and how they will benefit from using it.
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                            Provide Details

                            Giving kids the best learning experience and ensuring they acquire knowledge require having enough reliable information. Brighterly works by fine-tuning the learning process based on the kid’s data that you provide upon registering on the site. Upon the receipt of contact information, the platform's parent advisors will reach you and gather data about your kids and their needs.
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                            Enjoy the First Lesson

                            After registering on the Brighterly website, your kids can attend their first class. The first 2nd grade math tutoring class will help your kids feel comfortable and look forward to subsequent courses. Additionally, the trial session is significant because you can learn the structure of the following classes. That is, kids will take fun tests that will give tutors an insight into a child's knowledge and allow them to choose a suitable learning style to adopt.
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                            Keep on Learning with Us

                            After the demo class, let your kids continue learning with the platform. Learning with Brighterly will boost the math knowledge of your kids by making learning an exciting experience.

                        

                    

                            

            

        

        Book a demo lesson
    


    
        
            
                Check out our review from Parents like you            
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                                                                            We are currently using this…

                                                                            We are currently using this tutoring service for math practice, understanding, and accuracy. We are very happy with our tutor and more important my daughter is learning. She appreciates the extra help in building math confidence and organization for her to be successful in school.
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                                                                            My daughter enjoyed her...

                                                                            My daughter enjoyed her session. I can see that
she gets fidgety but also enjoys it
simultaneously. The instructor was very patient
and motivating. We will more than likely add
more.
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                                                                            Brighterly is an awesome…

                                                                            Brighterly is an awesome platform it gives specific detailed instructions on how to solve math the easiest way. Thanks to you Brighterly
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                                                                            So glad we found Brighterly

                                                                            Rachelle is wonderful! She's engaging and encouraging. My daughter enjoys her lessons with Rachelle.
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                                                                                    Mariana Marquez
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                                                                            We loved Sophia

                                                                            We loved Sophia, she is great at what she does. I am beyond grateful that there is these kind of programs available for our children.
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                                                                            There was great interaction…

                                                                            There was great interaction between the teachers and the kids. The ability to screenshare with the kids made it easier to instantly correct their errors as they went along.
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            About Brighterly's Learning Process        

        
            
                    
                                                    Read further to learn more about Brighterly and why it is the best learning platform to develop your kid’s math knowledge.



                                            

                
                    
                                                    Interactive Learning

                                                    Brighterly’s online learning platform is shaped around making learning an exciting experience for kids. Through the platform’s interactive online math 2nd grade approach, kids will have the opportunity to express themselves, allowing tutors to spot mistakes and areas that need improvement. With this interaction, learning becomes easier.



                                            

                
                    
                                                    Comprehensive Curriculum (Aligned with the US School Standards)

                                                    For kids in grade two, the second grade math lesson from Brighterly is shaped around the United States curriculum. Hence, you can rest assured that the concepts your kids will learn are the same they will encounter in school. Again, since the online lesson and school classes are aligned, there will be greater chances of kids performing excellently.



                                            

                
                    
                                                    Personalized Attention

                                                    In some cases, kids perform poorly in math 2nd grade due to the inability to express themselves. Brighterly online learning platform allows kids to interact one-on-one with their tutor, which creates room for communication. The individual class ensures that tutors invest all their attention and energy in your kids.



                                            

                
                    
                                                    Learn Whenever You Are

                                                    You can personalize classes and let your kids learn at a convenient time. Sometimes, your schedule may make it impossible for your kids to attend Brighterly’s online class; in that case, you can reschedule the class to a time that is convenient. Furthermore, regardless of where you are, you can attend classes since you only need your smartphone or PC.



                                            

                
                    
                                                    Progress Reports for Parents

                                                    In learning, feedback and communication between parents and tutors are essential. While parents entrust their kids to the care of Brighterly tutors, they will get regular feedback on the performance of their second graders. The feedback allows parents to contribute or make meaningful suggestions.
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                        Benefits of the Brighterly’s 2nd Grade Math Lesson

There are several benefits of using the Brighterly math learning site. Here are a few of them:

Your kids will learn from highly-qualified tutors

Brighterly employs a staff of top professionals in children’s education with years of classroom experience. Your child’s Brighterly’s 2nd grade math tutor will instruct them on essential mathematical concepts, giving the tools they need to breeze through tests. The tutors can explain even the most complicated mathematical ideas straightforwardly.

Brighterly simplifies mathematical ideas

Brighterly, in its math for second graders course, adopts a practical, engaging, and entertaining approach to making kids learn. To Brighterly, learning mathematics should not be a dull experience but rather an exciting and interactive activity. With the exciting approaches to learning, kids will learn seamlessly.

Kids can learn regardless of where they are

Your kids may continue learning mathematics on Brighterly’s site regardless of the time or place. To access the platform, you only need your camera and internet-enabled devices. Since you can access Brighterly anywhere, there is no need to worry about your kids missing classes. Also, you can reschedule courses if the need arises.

Brighterly gives parents time off from teaching their kids

Raising kids can be a tasking experience. Hence, Brighterly offers you time off to relax without thinking about what your kids may be doing. Since Brighterly’s tutors are qualified, you can leave your kids under their supervision and ensure they are in safe hands.

                    

                                    
                        What Do Second Graders Learn in Math?

There are several math concepts second grade kids learn.

Basic mathematical concepts and fractions

In second grade, kids generally start to get the hang of adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. At this point, kids will learn to solve the simplest fraction problems. Halves, quarters, thirds, etc., are examples of fractional knowledge kids will learn in 2nd grade math lessons.

Second graders will learn to utilize ordinal numbers up to the hundredth, compare and organize whole numbers up to the thousandth, and learn to classify numbers. Second graders will also learn to recite their addition and subtraction tables by heart by the end of the year.

Counting

Understanding the concepts of counting is essential to boost the thinking and memory of kids. Math tutoring for 2nd grade covers counting by 2, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100. These kids will also learn how to count backward from any given number. They will also improve their capacity to discern money values by adding different coins.

Measurements

Math for second grader courses covers various units of measurement, including inches, centimeters, feet, miles, kilometers, length, mass, volume, and temperature. Second graders learn how to keep track of time using calendars and watches.

A grade 2 math tutor can help your kids master time in the context of seconds, minutes, half an hour, hours, days, weeks, months, and years. Furthermore, kids also learn the concept of temperature, the tools to determine it, and the associated concepts.

Calculations

In second grade, kids understand the basics of using a calculator and making predictions and patterns. Second grade math help covers the comparison of real-life objects in the form of signs indicating greater-than, equal-to, and less-than.

Pupils in second grade will learn the fundamentals of reading and comprehending basic graphs and charts, as well as solvштп arithmetic problems using multiple-choice solutions. The kids will also encounter introductory probability lessons, learning to evaluate an occurrence’s likelihood, possibility, and improbability. Math for 2nd grade involves hypothetical situations, like flipping a coin; they will learn to assess the possibility of different outcomes and rank them from most probable to least likely one.

                    

                                    
                        Why 2 Grade Math Can Be Difficult for Second Graders?

Some common reasons why your second graders may struggle to understand mathematics are the following:

Learning without understanding

Students may learn mathematical operations while lacking a deeper understanding of the concept. For instance, reciting division and multiplication tables is a necessary maths 2 grade coursework. A pupil may be able to recite “5 x 5 equals 25,” but it doesn’t mean understanding multiplication. Hence, many students find it helpful to use physical items (such as marbles or paperclips) as visual representations while learning multiplication and division.

Lack of practice or patience

Today, kids rarely practice math concepts, hence their inability to understand math completely. Furthermore, students may believe they have mastered a topic yet need help to solve problems independently. Also, it is common for students to gain confidence after witnessing a teacher demonstrate a concept in class, and they may struggle only when working on their own.

Inability to focus

Kids find grade 2 math challenging because its concepts require students to follow specific procedures before arriving at a solution. Hence, the key to understanding math is maintaining concentration. When kids fail to concentrate, they will have difficulty understanding concepts.

                    

                                    
                        Online vs Offline Math 2nd Grade Classes

Offline and online classes are essential for kids’ development. In some areas, online offers more benefits, while offline is better in other areas. Below are some of these areas.

Personalized learning

Online math platforms for second graders like Brighterly offer kids the chance to learn one-on-one. Tutors shape the course to suit the needs of the students.

Ability to reschedule a class

The ability to reschedule classes is another advantage of online courses over offline classes. If you are unavailable or unable to attend a class, an online platform like Brighterly lets you move your class at a suitable time.

Less distraction

During offline classes, there are fewer distractions and closer supervision of kids. Also, kids will be able to interact with their peers, which creates a room for learning, understanding, and boosting critical thinking.

2nd Grade Math Help from Brighterly!

Brighterly is a fun alternative to traditional study tools since it teaches students the fundamentals of mathematics. The Brighterly math website offers numerous learning options, like math games for second graders. With these games, kids can play and learn simultaneously.

If you are a math tutor for 2nd grade, you can take advantage of math games to help your pupils learn seamlessly. Furthermore, Brighterly’s mathematical worksheets also help children to practice and learn. These worksheets are structured so that kids solve problems without feeling stressed by them.

The key to keeping youngsters focused is exposing them to engaging, fun, and interactive resources. Using Brighterly may turn schoolwork from a dreaded task into an exciting adventure for youngsters.
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